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All photos: Peter KeatingLine 324 buses waiting at Locarno

Last
September, whilst staying in Locarno my wife and I

planned a days walking in the forested hills that
surround the Valle Orsernone to the north west of the

busy city. This is described as one of the most impressive and

mysterious valleys in Ticino. Although many SRS members

will know, and have travelled by the metre-gauge train along
the Centovalli, the beautiful area to the north of this route is

generally little visited. Several PostAuto routes serve the area,

so one morning we caught one of the six-a-day services on
Line 324 from outside Locarno station up to this isolated

valley where we passed through small, depopulated, stone
built villages, where straw weaving was once their main

industry. Our PostAuto was a Hess Midi-Bus, with an

identical vehicle on standby to duplicate the service out to
Spruga, on the border with Italy, if required. As the service

headed west out of the city we reached Intragna, crossing the
Centovalli line not far from the station, and where we headed

north into the Valle Orsernone. After some 12km along a very
serpentine road, having passed through the intriguingly
named community of Loco, and various villages clinging to
the mountainside, we reached Russo. Here we changed onto
a connecting PostAuto on Line 325 to go up the Valle di
Vergeletto to Vergeletto. On a later day we saw the smaller

bus, which operated this service, in Locarno. On its way up
the valley the bus diverts up a series of hairpin bends to the

small village of Gresso perched high on a hill, before returning
back down to continue its journey
to Vergeletto. From May to October
this service is extended a couple of
kilometres further, passed the small

community, on to Zott to connect
with the "Funivia" (a cable car with
4-seat cabins) that travels up to Alpe
Salei in just 7 minutes.

We found that Alpe Salei, at
1780m, was an area of mountain
meadows surrounded by larch
woods that forms part of a scheduled
Forest Reserve area. Leaving the
"Funivia" we discovered the

Capanna Salei, a charming mountain

hut that serves food and
refreshments in the season and also

A line 324 bus enters Comologno from
Spruga.
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offers some basic accommodation. Whilst on this plateau
we walked to the Laghetto Salei, with its superb views of the

surrounding mountains and Lago Maggiore in the far

distance, then chose to walk down to Comologno in the
Valle Onsernone. Before arriving at this village we passed

through Ligunc, a scattered array ofchalets without seemingly

any road access. At Comologno we rejoined the PostAuto

on Line 324 as it headed down the valley from its terminus
at nearby Spruga to return to Locarno. The main road

through the historic village of Comologno is very narrow,
with the houses behind this only having foot access, and
the bus took priority as it threaded its way through the

community. It was a pleasant and interesting trip down
the valley on a very bendy road to Russo. Here the bus on
Line 323 joined us from Vergeletto allowing passengers and
mail to be exchanged, with more trays of post being brought
out by the village Post Master. We could not help but
think that a community of fewer than 200 people would
not have had a Post Office, and six buses daily, in the
UK. Stopping again at Loco, another village of just 200
people, this time the driver collected the trays of post
before returning us down to Locarno. Apart from a pleasant
day in the mountains we had been part of the daily life
of these valley communities as we rode the

transport and postal infrastructure that keeps
these isolated locations alive. H

1. A driver collecting the post at Loco.
2. The bus used on Line 325 at Locarno.
3. Zott-AIpe Salei Funivia.
4. The Russo Postmaster with mail for the bus.
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